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Call to Schedule a 
FREE Virtual Consultation
 1-678-274-9398

C O N T A C T  U S

PROVIDING QUALITY
& COMPREHENSIVE 
PATIENT-CENTERED

CARE

About
ChiroConnexion
ChiroConnexion is a referral network
that helps to achieve the integration of
Chirocare and Medical Treatment by
providing concierge medicine,
chiropractic care, and pain management
to its patients in Metro Atlanta &
surrounding areas via telemedicine.

Secure, Easy &
Convenient
Prior to their Virtual Visit, Clients will
complete an intake form which allows
us to gather important patient
information for each telehealth visit.

ChiroConnexion

TeleChiroConnexion

 1-678-274-9398

TeleChiroConnexion@gmail.com



Chiro Connexion
Virtual Chiropractic Care & Spinal Check
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www.chiroconnexion.com

Meet
Dr. Patrick
Kulmacz, DC

Get Started Now

Dr. Fitz Harper, MD

We have Chiropractors and Medical Doctors working together in
cases where medical care is necessary as an adjunct to chiropractic
care. Utilizing these different systems puts the patient right where

they should be, at the center of care.

Because certain medical issues really can’t wait
that long and need to be addressed quickly,
ChiroConnexion offers concierge medicine by
connecting patients with a provider that can
provide the care they need right away.

CONCIERGE MEDICINE

Telehealth, or a “virtual visit,” is a great option for
patients who aren’t able to come in to the office.
Through our simple, secure telehealth application,
you can video chat with Dr. Kulmacz and Dr. Harper
from the comfort of your own home. 

Depending on your individual needs and concerns,
they can answer questions, provide consultations,
offer physical therapy guidance, review exercises,
and work with you on stress-management
techniques. 

PERSONALIZED CARE

Virtually
Visit with a

Doctor
Anytime,

Anywhere.

As we navigate changes to our everyday
lives as a result of COVID-19, know that your

health remains our priority. We offer
telemedicine options as a social distancing
measure to decrease the risk of potential

exposure. We want you to be able to receive
care from the comfort and safety of your own
home anywhere in the Metro Atlanta area.  

Through a PC-enabled webcam or
smartphone, the team at ChiroConnexion

consults and establishes trusting
relationships with their patients and helps
them schedule an appointment to receive

personalized treatment that takes into
account a complete picture of their health.

Car Accidents
Truck Accidents
Motorcycle Accidents
Bus Accidents

Sideswipe Collisions
T-Bone Collisions
Head-On Collisions
Multi-Vehicle Pile-ups
Vehicle Rollover

Whiplash Injuries
Back and Neck Injuries
Herniated Discs

Vehicle Types:

Accident Types

Nonfatal Injuries

SOME ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES
OUR TEAM CAN HELP WITH:
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100% FREE CONSULTATION.
CONTACT US AND SPEAK TO A

DOCTOR WITHOUT OBLIGATION.


